INT BAY RIDGE 7ELEVEN‐DAY
A Group of young tan men with a short pale girl walks through the door.
the cashier is an Bengali American man BHATTI BALAL ,21, who is texting when
listening to their apu jokes. He gives them what they came in for 4 packs of trojan
petite,3 red bulls, and 2 frozen pizzas.
He looks at the sole female in the group and gets a wink back. His fantasy is interrupted
by CHARLES CHANG, 24 being loud and calling him bhat‐puu while blinded by the girl’s
cleavage.
They both now getting apu/asian bashed by the group of tan heads. Surprisingly a
petite dark haired girl looking 13 with a id of 21 quiets them enough to pay for the items
with a chase card.
Stunned by how fast she control the tan pack Charles runs to talk to her but get gets
distracted by both a maxim mag and a playgirl mag on the shelf.
Finally Bhatti ends his shelf with taking a card out of his wallet while holding onto
another.
CHARLES
what’s that in your hand?
BHATTI
Nothing..just forget it
CHARLES
nah it seems to shady to be nothing
(PRIES open bhatti’s hand to grab the car)
uh huh Sephora
BHATTI
yea.what it is a sephora card?
CHARLES
Wow this is interesting I never noticed u have such a closet case side.
BHATTI
Hell no it is not like I want to have it.
CHARLES
then why u have it?
BHATTI
Sigh it is for my thesis for graduate school

Charles
what that is your best excuse for playing your own girlfriend ?
Bhatti
no wait don’t say that the excuse I have this card is to understand women more.
Charles
really you need a card to understand women.
BHATTI
No going into a store like that without a card would make me look like a perv not like
a social observer.
Charles
Nice you really into your work.
Bhatti
Yea I know my class starts in less than 45 minutes you using your grandma’s car?.
Charles
Sure I will take Bhatt‐pu just one thing
Bhatti
one thing stop with the corny ass nickname and I will do anything
Charles
Come to my late night show.
Smash cut to INT‐ 50 minutes passed/SUNY Downstate medical center
the lecture hall is packed with pre medical students mostly in behavioral science. The
light in the room is focused on the professor and near pitch black anywhere else.
Bhatti comes in 5 minutes late tripped a little on th stairs and erroenously landed on his
crotch. In pain he tries to focus on the lecture.
Professor
The theme of your thesises is love what exactly is it? And what shapes or forms do it
take? Through what circumstances cause it to be influenced? Race? Intelligence?
Environment? Gender?. Whatever you choose you must research in depth both in
textual and on the field information. Any questions
RANDOM FEMALE IN THE FRONT
so we have to research many flaws most prevalent in sexuality for both sexes and their
effort in getting lovers. this seems to
simple for us to do.
Professor
on the contrary it is the hardest thing for you people to do. Behavior science is not as
straightforward as calculus which I myself failed infinite times.

( crowd laughs nervously)
also because it is the study of how random humans can be. Speaking of random I am
now going to randomly pick someone to tell their idea for their thesis. You at the back.
( bhatti in the back)
Bhatti
Uh .. My thesis is about a lot of things
Professor
good for a vague statement that shows your wasting your parents money.
Bhatti
no it’[s just my work is more focused on the similarities we are share in love no matter
where we come from or if we can pee standing up or not.
Professor
I see you must be interested in lifting the gender veil or studying gynandromorphs.
Bhatti
excuse for asking this but what the hell is Gynandromorphs?
Professor
ok class can u help me remind our fellow in the back what that is?
ENSEMBLE( besides Bhatti)
Trannies! Hermadrophites! Lady Gaga!
Professor
Yes the first two but the last one may or may not have a disco stick. So I assign you in
the back the research of learning about gynandromorphs.
Bhatti
wait this is not what I signed up for my faith doesn’t allow to go near those freaks.
Professor
Well if you want to be a doctor you will.
FADE TO EXT‐ 1st avenue in front of lucky chengs
the soundtrack opens with Whodini’s freaks come out at night
A side view of Bhatti walking with a coat with latex gloves and sunglasses
His attire was more weird then of the many “ women on the line” who were heavy
makeup, latex suits and high heels. Most strange was their deep nyc accents.
MATCH CUT TO INT lucky chengs

Bhatti runs pass the strange and manly women and sits down next to a familar
beautiful woman
Bhatti
Hey you come here often?
WOMAN
Duh I work here but what’s with the get up?
Bhatti
nothing just I feel a little uncomfortable being around....
WOMAN
men or at least used to be you can say it I understand how you feel
Bhatti
Really you come from a religious family too?
Woman
Ijust thought stuff like this was weird until I was encouraged by my gay friends. It really
empowering.
Bhatti
It’s empowering to men?
Woman
Let me get you in on a little secret
(Pulls Bhatti close and whispers)
I am a real woman
Bhatti
Wut!!! Why are you doing here?
Woman
Shouldn’t I say you that first?
Bhatti
its a long weird ass story about college research and you?
Woman
What I like getting paid to be beautiful and not worry so much on getting hiton
Bhat ti
Lol true but I can happen but think we have meet before
Woman
Really where?

Bhatti
In a 7/11 getting basshed by a group of guidos
Woman
oh I think I remember my gay friends were annoying asian people.
Bhatti
you’re telling me I got bashed by A group of tan gay guys (laughing) I really must suck
ass.
Woman
(l aughing) it is ok you at lets stayed calm

